
1. Cross-AZ Data Availability

Solving the Eight Key Business 
Challenges of Running Apps 
on Amazon EKS

Portworx® by Pure Storage® helps Improve application 

reliability with Kubernetes-granular storage, data availability, 

data security, backup, and DR – while slashing your AWS 

storage costs in half. 

Portworx® by Pure Storage® customers have achieved:

reduction in compute footprint increase in write performance reduction in cost

UP TO UP TO

40% 3.2x 50%

PORTWORX SOLUTION

Automatically replicate Kubernetes 

volumes across availability zones 

(AZs), regions, and clusters to avoid 

costly outages and reduce failover 

time to seconds.

CHALLENGE

Without reliability and high availability 

across different failure zones, 

mission-critical container workloads 

are at risk of downtime and outages.

2. Data Scalability

PORTWORX SOLUTION

Scale your Amazon EKS apps more 

efficiently by being able to attach 

hundreds of container volumes to 

specific nodes, increasing density 

and optimizing cost.

CHALLENGE

Most Kubernetes storage and data 

management solutions appear to work 

during proof of concept but fail to 

meet business demands in production 

as applications scale.

3. Disaster Recovery (DR)

PORTWORX SOLUTION

Get container-native, app-aware DR 

that delivers zero RPO and minimal 

RTO with automated, synchronous, and 

asynchronous DR within and across 

regions and AZs.

CHALLENGE

Kubernetes does not provide a 

native DR solution, and traditional 

solutions cannot provide the container-

granular app awareness required for 

comprehensive DR.

4. Streamlined DevOps

PORTWORX SOLUTION

Deliver API-driven, automated, 

self-service access to developers while 

maintaining central control over policies 

and resource usage with container-

granular, role-based access control (RBAC). 

CHALLENGE

DevOps teams want speed and ease 

of use, but a lack of automation leaves 

them spending much of their time 

firefighting deployments and managing 

the operations of these data services.

5. Intelligent Provisioning of Cloud Storage

PORTWORX SOLUTION

Intelligently provision and scale cloud 

storage at the individual volume or entire 

cluster level to avoid over-provisioning 

cloud storage, which saves money while 

avoiding application outages.

CHALLENGE

Cloud storage costs are a fixed 

relationship between capacity and 

performance, leading to massive 

over-provisioning and significant 

unnecessary costs.

6. Optimized Infrastructure Deployments

PORTWORX SOLUTION

Automate storage demands by using a 

rules-based engine with customization 

capabilities that automatically resize 

and optimize apps based on 

performance requirements. 

CHALLENGE

Data-rich applications require more 

density, which puts pressure on 

infrastructure and drives cloud 

storage costs up. 

7. Data and Application Portability

PORTWORX SOLUTION

Easily move, upgrade, and migrate 

stateful apps with a single click, thanks 

to complete app configuration and data 

portability across AWS regions and AZs, 

along with native integration with kubectl.

CHALLENGE

Traditional migration solutions don’t 

capture the entire application and 

related data, making migration a time-

consuming and error-prone process.

8. Data Protection

PORTWORX SOLUTION

Ensure compliance and protect 

the data associated with your 

applications running on Amazon EKS 

with single-click, app-aware, container-

granular backup and restore.

CHALLENGE

Traditional backup methods 

don’t understand app-centric, 

Kubernetes concepts like container 

granularity, namespaces, and 

multi-cloud operations.
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See Portworx in Action
Contact us today to request a demo of the leading Kubernetes data services platform. 

www.portworx.com/request-a-demo


